
Context: Single-user (SU) or multi-user (MU) beamforming requires frequent channel sounding
procedures. First, the beamformee measures the channel from training symbols sent by the beamformer.
After this, the beamformee sends back a transformed estimate of the channel state to the beamformer. At
this point, the beamformer knows which 'steering matrix' to apply to the transmitted signal to increase SNR
at the receiver(s).

Problem: During the channel sounding procedure the channel becomes unavailable for data transmission,
thus incurring airtime overhead. To quantify it we need to know:

How long does a channel sounding procedure take?
How frequent are channel sounding procedures?

TL;DR: In SU beamforming, channel sounding for a single client takes ~0.8 % of airtime. In MU
beamforming, channel soundings per client are more frequent, with intervals of ~40 ms, raising the airtime
overhead to ~1.9 %.

In both cases, with  beamformees, the overhead should increase linearly with .

One thing that isn't clear to me is why the AP decided to use beamforming in the first place: given the
circumstances of my experiment, the clients were close enough to the AP to enable the max. bitrates of
866.7 Mbps. Then why did the AP decide to use beamforming and thus incur the associated overhead?

# time* size* bitrate*

VHT NDP annc. 2871 64 us 48 Byte 6 Mbps

VHT feedback 2913 425 us 1554 B 29.25 Mbps

VHT feedback interval 2913 102 ms - -

Gap (4x1) - 79 us - -

Gap (4x2) - 81 us - -

* : median

The rows 'Gap' refer to the time elapsed between the capture of VHT NDP annc. and feedback frames.
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With this value I'm trying to analyze the duration of the NDP sounding frame sent by the beamformer after
the NDP annc. In theory, it should include 2 SIFS (2x16 us in 802.11ac), and the NDP sounding frame,
totaling ~72 us or ~76 us, for the 4x1 and 4x2 antenna configs, respectively. This is close to what I've
verified in practice. The complete distribution of 'gap' values in my dataset is shown in graph a.

Fig. 1: Timing analysis in collected dataset

I couldn't find rules for max. feedback matrix calculation times in the 802.11ac standards. However, this
seems to indicate that this calculation time is negligible when compared with the timescales of frame
exchange (~80 - (32 + 40) = 8 us).

I've also observed a sounding procedure every ~102 ms.

Note: 80 us is the typical inter-arrival time between WLAN data frames in my dataset (graph b), so this
value may be due to the way packets are captured in my system.

Conclusion: Assuming no channel contention and that sounding procedures occur every 100 ms, the
channel is unavailable for data transmission for ~565 us every 100 ms, i.e. ~0.6 % of the airtime. If we
factor in channel contention as shown in the below, this can go up to ~0.8 % of the airtime.

Fig. 2 : Effect of contention on airtime overhead of a CS procedure

Given the bitrate of 866.7 Mbps per client, the overhead would result in ~7 Mbps.

This is just for 1 beamformee: if we consider the case of  beamformees, this value should increase
linearly.

MU-MIMO overhead is harder to analyze because my sniffer could only capture VHT feedback frames.
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We've observed the following values:

# frames time* size* bitrate*

VHT feedback 2160 425 us 1555 Byte 29.25 Mbps

VHT feedback interval 2160 40 ms - -

* : median

Observed a sounding procedure approx. every 40 ms (see graph c in Fig. 1 for the distribution of values).

Conclusion: The increased frequency raises the airtime overhead to ~1.4 % of airtime. Factoring in
channel contention as shown above, this would raise to ~1.91 % of airtime.

I didn't get bitrate values when MU-MIMO was being used, but given a channel of 80 MHz and a 4x1
configuration, I assume the combined bitrate is 866.7 Mbps. The overhead would thus incur a loss of ~17.3
Mbps.


